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ABSTRACT 

Directional Solidification G^S) processing of metals and alloys results in castings 
with unifomily aligned microstnicture with enhanced material properties and orderly grain 
boundaries running in one direction. Unfortunately, during DS density gradients caused by 
temperature and/or composition changes can initiate convection in the liquid, which leads 
to macrosegregation and deteriorates the material-properties. One example of severe 
macrosegregation is channel segregates (fijeckles) that can be produced during 
unidirectional solidificatioa A main goal of this research is to understand the formation of 
freckles through numerical studies and comparison with experimental results at high 
thermal gradients. 

A numerical model to analyze directional solidification (DS) processes is utilized. 
The simulator solves the momentum, energy, and species conservation equations, and 
maintains the thermodynamic constraints dictated by the equilibrium phase diagram of the 
alloy. The Boussinesq approximation is applied in the momentum equation to account for 
density gradients that induce convection in the solidifying system. 

The region in which solid and liquid coexist is commonly called the "mushy zone" 
to separate it from the all liquid and completely solid regions in solidifying castings and 
ingots. The Darcy term is included in the momentum equation; the fiction of liquid is 
treated as an independent variable that allows us to use one set of equations to model the 
heat and mass transport in all the regions. In the mushy region, we assume local 
equilibrium. A finite element numerical model based on bilinear isoparametric Lagrangian 
elements with four nodes, the penalty formulation, and a Petro-Galerkin method is used. 
This model is capable of simulating formation of channel segregates (freckles), as 
illustrated by examples representing the conditions of experiments in which freckles are 
observed. 

Simulations in a microgravity environment are also presented. It is shown that 
convection is suppressed and no channels appear under this condition. Compared to the 
effect of the gravitational acceleration on convection, simple periodic acceleration 
perturbations in the frequency range of 0.01 to 10 (Hz), and gravitational acceleration 
range of 9.8x10*' to 9.8 (m s'̂ ), show that the perturbations play no significant role in 
influencing convection. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective 

Over the past three decades, directionally solidified (DS) and single-crystal (SX or 

SC) castings have been under development and are now widely employed in turbines. 

These single-crystals are characterized by a lack of grain boundaries and by a favorable 

grain orientation. Such components, which can be found in the latest aircraft engine 

designs, have potential for an improved lifespan of nearly 10:1 in terms of fatigue life 

compared to conventionally cast superalloys [1]. In 1987 market surveys [2] suggested 

that up to the year 2000 more than half the engine purchases will be for large aircraft that 

cruise at Mach 0.8 and above and carry more than 200 passengers over large distances. 

The trends demand large size and strong ducted fans. In military applications, it is 

anticipated that thrust-to-weight ratios should more than double by the turn of the century, 

with turbine entry-temperatures approaching 2400 K through full stoichiometric burning 

of the fuel 

The DS and SX castings must be produced in carefully controlled processes. In the 

process development stage of a casting, sometimes severe macrosegregation defects, such 

as freckles (or channel segregates), are found. This necessitates expensive and time-



consuming production trials to determine proper casting conditions. Hence, a better 

method of developing new castings and/or to "trouble-shoof' castings would be to run 

computer simulations as an aid in arriving at the optimal casting conditions and mold 

designs. 

It is known that fluid motion plays a major role in the development of 

macrosegregation; therefore, any factor that induces fluid motion during the solidification 

process contributes to macrosegregation. These factors are: 1) buoyancy flow due to 

variations in the density of the liquid; 2) shrinkage flow due to the density difference 

between the solid and the liquid; 3) surface tension flow (Marangoni flow) due to induced 

surface tension at the interface of different phase materials, bi the terrestrial environment, 

gravity-induced buoyancy flow is the dominant force contributing to fluid motion. 

However, in the microgravity environment, shrinkage induced flow and surface tension 

flow are the main contributors to convection. 

The objective of this work is to use numerical modeling to analyze directional 

solidification and to compare the numerical results with existing experimental data for Pb-

Sn alloys solidified at high thermal gradients. Numerical simulation also provides direct 

insight into DS processing, avoiding observation problems due to the inherent opacity of 

the materials. 
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The numerical results obtained in this work show good agreement with 

experimental restilts. Furthermore, a short study of DS processing in a microgravity 

environment and the effect of "g-jitter" effect are presented. Numerical studies of other 

parameters, such as the effect of increasing cooling rate, the extent of diffusion in the solid 

and the effect of increasing the width of the casting are presented. In addition, a 

simulation of an experiment with high solidification rate, a simulation of an experiment 

with a composition close to eutectic, and the effect of the thermal boundary conditions on 

the vertical side-walls of the castings are also undertaken. 

1.2 Background 

Alloys, as well as many semiconductors, composites, ceramics, and polymers, are 

liquid at some point during their manufacturing process. The liquid solidifies as it cools 

below the freezing temperature; this phase-change is very nonlinear and triggers a 

complex combination of heat and mass transport phenomena during solidification, 

including thermal Gieat), momentum and species (mass) transport Without proper 

knowledge and control of the solidification conditions, the end product may have to be 

discarded or recycled, or further processing by mechanical woridng, or cropping is 

necessary, wasting energy and materials at considerable cost 
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The microstnictuies produced during the solidification process affect the 

mechanical properties of the material and influence the type of further processing needed 

to achieve the required properties. In particular, the grain size and shape may be 

controlled by solidification. In cast metals and alloys there are in general two types of 

grains, equiaxed and columnar. The mechanism of formation of these two Qrpes of grains 

depends on many variables, including metal composition, pouring temperature, mold 

temperature and temperature gradient, and mold size and shape. 

Elimination or alignment of the grain boundaries parallel to one coordinate axis can 

best be done in superalloys by utilizing the process, referred to as directional solidification. 

This process aligns the grain boundaries in the direction of the thermal gradient, which 

results in a casting with a reduced creep rate and/or increased rupture stress. The good 

creep properties occur mainly when the direction of the applied forces is parallel to the 

direction of the grain boundaries. 

There has been a great deal of research on high-temperature grain boundary 

behavior and on high-temperature deformation and stress rupture of metallic alloys. 

According to Versnyder and Shank [3], the complexities of deformation and fracture 

during creep in polycrystalline alloys are manifested in many ways: grain boundary sliding, 

intergranular cavitation and the nucleation of voids in metals during creep and 

precipitation at grain boundaries and adjacent denuded zones. To deal with improving 
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creep resistance, two courses of action could be followed: 1) gain sufficient understanding 

of events occurring at these grain boundaries so as to control them to make the 

consequences benign and 2) eliminate these grain boundaries from the structure. 

The numerical calculations in this dissertation focus on the second of these action 

items, that is the directional solidification process, in which cooling firom the bottom of the 

mold effects solidification in the vertical direction. Both columnar-grained (CG) and 

single-crystal (SC) castings are made by the same basic process [4]. 

The main features of the columnar-dendritic structure are that the grain boundaries 

are unidirectional and the length to width aspect ratio of the grain is very high. Rgure 1.1 

shows the schematic of magnified columnar dendrites during the DS process. Dendrites 

are probably the most visible microstructural feature in superalloy castings, and the 

dendrite arm spacings correlate to local thermal gradient (G) and local cooling rate (R). 

The primary and secondary dendrite arm spacings are controlled by the cooling rate (GR) 

as shown in Figure 1.1 [5-8]. 

Columnar dendrites can be produced in castings provided that two conditions are 

met First, the heat flow must be unidirectional so that the leading part of the solid-liquid 

interface of the growing grains moves only in the direction of the thermal gradient, and 

second, there must be no nucleation in the melt ahead of the advancing interface. 
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Hgure 1.1 A schematic diagram showing magnified columnar dendrites. The dendritic 
arm spacings are approximately given by the equation with n ~ 1/2 for primary 
arms and 1/3 < n < 1/2 for secondary arms. 



The term macrosegiegatioii is used when the compositioii (or concentratioii) varies 

on a large length scale on the order of 0.1 cm ~ 10 cm or more. In this case it can be 

easily detected and can not be removed by heat treatment after solidification. Examples of 

very severe macrosegregation are long and narrow segregates called "fteckles" that 

usually (but not exclusively) develop parallel to the direction of solidification and whose 

composition is significantly different fixsm that of the surrounding material Freckles in 

castings and ingots are now known to be caused by the movement of liquid within the 

mushy zone. The flow is induced by local density differences in the interdendritic liquid 

that arise when one or more components are rejected at the solidifying interface. Rgure 

1.2 shows a schematic diagram of the density variations due to variations in both 

temperature and composition. 

Another type of a segregate, called an A-segregate, is found when the overall 

solidification is horizontal [9]. V-segregates exist which arise because of solid movement 

under the influence of pressure and gravity [10-12]. However, in this dissertation, we will 

concentrate only in the analysis of channel segregates (or fieckles); A- and V- segregates 

are not investigated. 

Under some growth conditions, fieckles are found in DS castings. They can be 

intemal but are often found on the surface, as can be seen in Figure 1.3. Freckles have 
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Rgure 1.2 A schematic diagram showing the density variations due to temperature, pr, 
and composition, pc, and the total density field, p [13]. 
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Rgure 1.3 Freckle chains (as revealed by etching) formed during the solidification of 4-iiL 
diameter Mar-M2(X) alloy single crystal [3]. 
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several characteristics including high solute concentration with nearly eutectic composition 

of the less dense component(s) and alignment that is approximately vertical. These highly 

segregated thin regions are undesirable, and castings, such as turbine blades, that exhibit 

freckles are scrapped, because they are highly susceptible to creep fracture and stress 

rupture. 

Channel segregates in castings and ingots are usually produced by the movement 

of liquid within the mushy zone, particularly near the tip of the dendrites. The precise 

origin of fireckles is still under debate, with opinions divided into two theories. Some 

believe that fluid motion is induced near the tip of dendrites, which subsequently produces 

a remelting due to the presence of fluid particles with high solute concentration [14-16]. 

Others believe that the origin of channels starts within the mushy zone [17,18]. 

In general, the formation of channels is associated with several factors, such as the 

speed of the fluid motion, the thermal gradient in the mushy zone, and the local cooling 

rate. The only simple mathematical statement available for predicting channel segregation 

is based on a remelting phenomenon; according to Flemings [12], remelting takes place 

when 

v v r  
^<-1 (1.1) 
£ 

I 
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where V is the velocity of the interdendritic liquid, Vr is the local thermal gradient, and e 

is the local cooling rate. Equation 1.1 says that the formation of fieckles occurs when the 

speed of the interdendritic liquid is equal to or greater than the speed of the isothermal 

front in the same direction. 
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CHAPTER 2 - BACKGROUND 

Macrosegiegatioii is often found in large "killed" steel ingots. The most common 

fonns are those known as A- and V- segregates. The A-segregates are arranged over the 

suiface of cones, are pendl-like in shape, and extend from columnar into equiaxed regions. 

The V-segregates are distributed over inverted cones at the center of the ingot and have a 

less well defined shape [19]. Because of their conunercial importance, these segregates 

have attracted wide-scale attention. 

In directionally solidified castings, defects that appear to be related to A- and V-

segregates, are known as "freckles". Therefore, before presenting the macrosegregation 

analysis, a brief review of the directional solidification (DS) process of casting superalloys 

is given, followed by a review of the micro-macro modeling of solidification. Finally, 

numerical and experimental observations of macrosegregation in the DS castings are 

highlighted, along with the limitations of numerical modeling. 

2.1 Superalloys 

Investment casting, also known as the "lost wax" process, is believed to have been 

used at least 6000 years ago during the Bronze Age. As early as ca. 1800 B.C., artisans 
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of the Shang DynasQr in China used the investment casting process to make figurines and 

other objects, many of which are still on display [20]. The process was used by Aztec 

goldsmiths in Mexico before Columbus discovered America, and in the Renaissance by the 

sculptor, Benvenuto Cellini. In 1540, Biringuccio published peiliaps the first reference to 

macrosegregation, describing the problem of exudation and inverse segregation in the 

manufacture of bronze gun barrels [21]. E)uring the 1920s, the basic process of 

investment casting was developed for industrial use in the USA and was used for 

producing dental prosthetics and surgical implants [22]. E>uring the 1930s, a cobalt-based 

alloy, Vitallium, was developed for use in the manufacture of cast turbo-chargers for 

piston aero-engines [23]. In 1959, Smeltzer [24] referred to fi:eckles in consumably arc 

melted ingots (iron- base), and shortly thereafter Gould [25] proposed models to explain 

the formation of fieckle-trails dependent on the evolution of gas bubbles or on the 

formation of immiscible fluids during solidification. Preston [26] discussed the location of 

freckles in iron-base arc melted ingots, and he showed that the fieckled-regions were close 

to a eutectic composition and had densities which differed from those of the bulk material. 

In the mid-1960s, the desire for more creep-resistant turbine blades led to the 

development of the DS process. Figure 2.1 shows some of the differences between 

conventional and DS-casting methods. In DS, for example, a hot zone to keep the mold 

and castings above the liquidus temperature in the casting chamber is required. The mold 
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EQUIAXED GRAIN 
CASTING PROCESS 

Remeiting and pounng Ni-bas« 
alloys are done under vacuum; 
Co-oasc alloys can be done in 

air, inert atmosphere or vacuum. 

DIRECTIONAL SOUDIFICATION 
CASTING PROCESS 

Remeiting and pouring are 
done under vacuum. 

Agitation during solidification 
will promote the production of 

fine grain components. 

The addition of a single crystal selector to a 
directional solidification set-up will promote 
the production of single crystal components. 

Hgure 2.1 A schematic showing differences between equiaxed casting (including fine grain 
techniques) and directional solidification including single crystal variations) of 
the ceramic shell and casting furnace [20]. 
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must be withdrawn at slow (10-30 cm/hr) controlled rates and, to cast single crystal parts, 

a mono-grain selector (called a starter) is needed. 

The production of superalloys focuses largely on components that go in gas 

turbine engines. In general, superalloys are divided into three classes; nickel-base, cobalt-

base, and iron-base superalloys. It is difQcult to create an exact botmdary around this class 

of materials. However, the definition utilized in reference [27] has proven reasonably 

acceptable: " A superalloy is an alloy developed for elevated temperature service, usually 

based on group vm elements (in the chemical periodic table), where relatively severe 

mechanical stressing is encountered, and where high surface stability is frequently 

required." Superalloys, therefore, are materials with excellent creep- and fatigue-

resistance at high temperatures. 

In particular, superalloys are used in the blades or buckets of the gas turbines for 

converting the kinetic energy of the hot gas existing the nozzles to shaft horsepower used 

to drive the compressor and load devices. This is an internal combustion cycle, where the 

fuel is burned in the working fluid. The achievable peak temperature depends on the 

material capabilities of the parts in contact with the hot gasses. In a gas turbine using the 

Brayton cycle, the combustion and turbine parts are continuously in contact with the hot 

gasses. Figure 2.2 indicates how the specific net work is related to turbine inlet 

temperature. 
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Rgure 2.2 Simple cycle net work [1]. 
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VerSnyder et aL [3, 28, 29] were the first to demonstrate that, by aligning the 

grain boundaries parallel to the principal stress axis, the stresses acting at elevated 

temperatures on the weak grain boundaries could be minimized, thus delaying failure 

initiation and enhancing creep rupture life. 

2.2 Diiectioaal Solidification 

Diiectionally solidified single-crystal (SC) superalloys have the highest capability 

of any alloy to perform at elevated-temperatures, as shown in Rgure 2.3. For this reason, 

a great amount of research [30-41] has been dedicated to understanding and improving the 

DS process for manufacturing high-temperature materials. 

The directional solidification process is a variation of the process used to cast 

columnar-grained superalloys and with superalloys is accomplished in a vacuum, as shown 

in Bgure 2.1. The preheated shell mold sits on a water-cooled copper chill plate. The 

molten superalloy solidifies upon contact with the copper chill plate to form a thin layer of 

equiaxed grains. Subsequent growth favors those grains most closely aligned with the 

[001] direction parallel to the thermal gradient and produces a columnar array of grains 

with a common vertical [001] orientation. A single crystal (SC) casting is obtained by 

inclusion of a helical constriction above a starter block region of columnar grains. The 
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continually changing direction of the helix, combined with the <100> growth directions of 

superalloy dendrites, eliminate all but one favored grain, resulting in a single crystal 

emitted from the top of the helix. The directional solidification process developed by 

Pratt & Whimey, as described above, has been employed to produce hollow single crystal 

turbine airfoil castings. In another method for producing a SC, the use of seed crystals, 

instead of the helix, is employed [43]. 

The DS process does not always result in defect-free castings, and it needs to be 

controlled. Grain boundaries are not acceptable in SC castings, and neither are equiaxed 

grains because their presence represents the introduction of grain boundaries in the crystal. 

Di 1970, Copley et aL [44] studied the origin of freckles during DS in a transparent, low 

melting model system, 30 wt pet NH4a-H20. In 30 NH4a-H20, freckles are caused by 

upwards flowing liquid jets in the mushy zone. They observed that the jets eroded the 

mushy zone, causing localized segregation and started new grains by producing dendritic 

debris. They concluded that the tendency to freckle is greatest in alloys with a large 

density inversion, high thermal diffusivity, low solute difriisivity, and low viscosity. They 

also suggested that, for a given alloy, the driving force for freckling is proportional to the 

inverse square of the thermal gradient 
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The argument of Copley et aL [44] can be summarized by reference to Figure 2.4. 

Consider the special case of steady-state solidification (solidification at constant thermal 

gradient and growth rate). Under these conditions the local solidification time is 

At, (2.1) 
' RG 

which is the time required for the mushy zone to pass a point in the casting, G is the 

thermal gradient, Tiis the liquidus temperature, Tsis the solidus temperature and is the 

solidification rate. If a critical time A is required to produce a detectable fieckle trail, 

then Equation 2.1 predicts, for a given melting range and thermal gradient, a critical rate 

below which freckling will occur. Hgure 2.4 summarizes the effect of growth rate and 

thermal gradient on freckling. For G > G*, freckling is suppressed because there is 

insufScient potential energy available to drive the convective jets. For G < G*, freckling 

is predicted. 

2.3 Macrosegregatioii 

2.3.1 Microsegregation and the Scheil equation 

In the 1960s, the problem of microsegregation in dendritic solidification was 

considered [45,46]. It was concluded that, for usual casting and ingot solidification. 

I 
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Rgure 2.4 The effect of growth rate and thermal gradient on freckling [44]. 
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micTOsegiegatioii in binary alloys can accurately be predicted by the "nonequilibrium 

freezing equation," provided there is no diffusion in the solid and no macrosegregation. 

Up to the limit of solubility of the primary solid phase, a solute balance within a 

volume element in the mushy zone is 

a-k)C,df,=-f^dC, (2.2) 

where Cl is the liquid composition within the volume element,/z, is the weight fraction of 

liquid in the volume element, and is the equilibrium partition ratio. For the special case 

of constant partition ratio, the integration of Equation 2.2 with Cl= Co at/L=l yields 

(2-3) 

or, since = ifcQ and/5= 1 - fi: 

Cs=kQa-fs)'-' (2.4) 

where is the solid composition at the liquid-solid interface, and/sis the weight fraction 

of solid. Equation 2.4 is well known for the case of no solid diffusion and is called the 

Scheil equation, or the Scheil-GulUver equation. It describes solid composition as a 

function of weight fraction of solid after, as well as during, solidification. It therefore 

completely describes the "severity of miaosegregation". 



Another assumption used in Eqs. 2.2 - 2.4 is that the interdendritic liquid in the 

volume element is uniform. In 1967, Rohatgi and Adams [47] presented an analysis of 

the concentration distribution between growing dendrites in the liquid phase during 

solidification. The study revealed a tendency of dendrite spacing to decrease with 

increasing solidification rate in such a way that the maximum concentration difference 

developed in the interdendritic liquid is independent of freezing rate. More importantly, 

they showed that the maximum difference is quite small so that the assumption of a 

uniform concentration of solute m the liquid at a given temperature is quite acceptable. 

In order to analyze macrosegregation, the equations given here can therefore be 

modified by including transport of solute by advection and diffusion in or out of a volume 

element during solidification. The net change in composition of the element at the end of 

solidification (i.e., "macrosegregation") is subsequently calculated. 

2.3.2 Computation of Macrosegregation and Local Solute Redistribution 

Consider a small volume element widiin a solidifying alloy at coordinates x, y, z, 

and assume that the element is large enough that the solid fiction within it at any time is 

exactly the local average, but small enough that it can be treated as a differential element 

Furthermore, assume that no solid material enters or leaves the volume element during 

solidification, but solute can be carried in and out of the volume by advection. However, 
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mass flow in or out of the element by diffusion is neglected. Liquid composition and 

temperature within the element are assumed to be uniform at any time and the details of 

dendrite geometry need not be specified. 

Under the above conditions, conservation of solute mass in the volume element 

during solidification becomes [48]; 

|j^(pC) = -VAg,QV (2.5) 

where p is the local average density (of liquid and solid), C is the local average 

composition of liquid and solid, is the liquid density, gi is the volume fraction liquid, 

and V is the local velocity of interdendritic liquid relative to the solid. Conservation of 

total mass in the volume element gives: 

|f = -Vpi«iV (2.6) 

In addition, if the density of the solid is constant and there is no pore formation, then 

Equations 2.5 and 2.6 and Q = itQ can be combined to give the basic 'local solute 

redistribution equation" used to calculate macrosegregation [48]: 

|̂ =-(^)(1+^^)-^ (2.7) 
9 Q 1 - it B 

3 g 
where is the differential change in liquid fraction with diffeiential change in liquid 

d Q 

composition (and hence differential change in temperature) within the volume element at 
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X, y, z. The partition ratio, k, and solidification shrinkage, P ={Ps-Pl)I Ps^ ® 

general, functions of C/,. 

Mehrabian and Flemings [49] extended the analysis of macrosegregation to ternary 

alloys. Using subscript m to represent one of the solutes, subscript n to represent the 

other, and subscripts a and P of two solids that form simultaneously, they derived: 

SCl. 1-*- e 'C^ C^a-t„) 3C^ 

for element m, and for element n: 

= (2.9) 
 ̂On 1  ̂  ̂ Qji â,) ̂  On 

where is the equilibrium partition ratio at the interface between phase a and the 

liquid, and is the equilibrium partition ratio between phase and the liquid. 

Mehrabian et al. [50] were the first to include the effect of gravity on interdendritic 

liquid flow and macrosegregation. Interdendritic flow in the mushy zone was introduced 

with the assumption that the velocity could be calculated with Darcy's law: 

V = -—iVp-p,g) (2.10) 

where the permeability is a measure of the conductance of the medium to flow; is the 

viscosity of the interdendritic fluid; p is the pressure; g is the acceleration due to gravity. 
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is the liquid density and gt is the liquid fraction. Following Mehrabian and Flemings, 

Equation 2.10 is combined with Equation 2.7 and conservation of total mass. An 

expression for the pressure distribution in the mushy zone during solidification is obtained: 

The equations can be solved simultaneously to yield the pressure, velocity, fraction liquid 

and composition as a fimction of position. )^th the local velocity known as a fimction of 

position and liquid composition, macrosegregation is readily calculated from the local 

solute redistribution equation. The equation of conservation of mass is integrated to 

determine the final local average composition Q; that is: 

Ps^^~8E)'*'PE$iE 

where ^^is the eutectic volume fraction. 

Mehrabian et aL [50] concluded the "channel-type" segregates (e.g., "fteckles", 

"A" segregates) result from a flow instability which occurs at the critical flow condition: 

where V is the interdendritic flow velocity, VT is the thermal gradient, and e is the 

cooling rate at a given position in the solidifying mushy zone. 

In many of the early works, the temperature was assumed to be known (from 

experiments). This assumption was first relaxed by Fuji! et aL [51], who coupled the 

(2.11) 

^ Jo PeSe^e 
(2.12) 



energy and momentum equations, keeping Darcy's law as the momentum equation in their 

model In the earliest woiics on the modeling of macrosegregation, convection in the all-

liquid zone was ignored, and convection of the interdendritic liquid was assumed to be 

only that which satisfied continuity. Later, Darcy's law was used to calculate the velocity 

in the interdendritic liquid. However, according to Kaempffer and Weinberg [52], Darcy's 

law is not suitable for predicting channel formation or for describing the fluid motion in 

the viciniQr of the dendrite tips, where the fraction of liquid is close to one. Extensions to 

the momentum equation in porous media were added in later works in the 1980s [53-55] 

but were not applied to solidification scenarios. 

Ridder et aL [56] presented a study of steady-state fluid flow, heat flow and 

segregation in axi-synmietric ingots with application to electroslag remelting (ESR). The 

fluid flow - segregation model involved the coupling of convective heat and fluid flow in 

the fiiUy liquid metal pool ahead of the liquidus isotherm to the interdendritic fluid flow 

responsible for macrosegregation in the mushy zone. One purpose of their work was to 

estimate the penetration of bulk liquid flow from the fiiUy liquid region in fi-ont of the 

liquidus isotherm into the mushy zone. Their calculations can be refeied to as a two-

domain approach, since the mushy-zone and the all-liquid zone were treated separately 

and coupled at the liquidus isotherm. 
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Solidification processes have been numerically modeled using two basically 

different approaches. In the two-domain or front-tracking approaches [51,56,57], the 

continuiQr equations are solved separately for the solid and liquid phases, with appropriate 

boundary conditions being imposed at the moving solid-liquid interface (e.g., continuity of 

temperature and heat flow for the energy equation). As one has to specify the position of 

the latter boundary, it is recognized today that this type of approach is not suitable for 

treating the solidification of alloys, which usually involves a mushy zone rather than a 

sharp solid-liquid interface. The second type of approach uses one system of equations to 

model the liquid and mushy zone, utilizing the fraction of liquid as a dependent variable in 

the mushy zone [16,58-65]. 

Many numerical computations of solidifying alloys have been presented in the 

literature, such as [66]. However, in the vast majoriQr of reports in the past ten years, an 

algebraic relation between temperature and liquid fraction derived from the Scheil 

equation or a lever rule has been utilized. Such a relation is strictly true only when 

macroscopic transport of solute is negligible, b other words, it purely models 

microsegregation and will not give any information about macrosegregation in the 

solidified ingot 

It has long been realized [48] that convection in the mushy zone during 

solidification is the primary cause of macrosegregation. In the last ten years, many papers 



have presented numerical computations relying only on the fimdamental conservation laws 

for mass, momentum, heat and solute, and the thermodynamical relations governing phase 

change. For example, E«licelli et aL [61] used a finite element method to numerically 

solve a set of system equations. Bennon and Incropera [62], Beckermann and Viskanta 

[63] and Amberg [64] also used continuum equations for the mushy zone and the liquid 

but based their numerical calculations on finite difference methods. The dependent 

variables are velocity, temperature, concentrations in both liquid and solid, and fraction of 

liquid. Amberg also calculated pressure. Bennon and Incropera, and Beckermann and 

Viskanta used an implicit method, where temperature, melt fraction, etc., at the new time 

level were obtained simultaneously. Two different approximations have been used: the 

assumption of a rapid diffusion in the dendrites so that the composition is always 

essentially uniform across a dendrite arm, or the opposite, no diffusion in the solid. In the 

liquid, the mass diffiisivity is always assumed to be large enough for the composition to be 

uniform over a dendrite spacing. 

Extension of the continuum model for transport phenomena during alloy 

solidification, including soUd movement in the form of floating or setting crystals and 

solutal undercooling, can be seen in [65,67]. 

Neilson and Incropera [14] performed axisymmetric calculations on a 

hypereutectic mixture of NHtQ-HiO. They found that the intermittent rotation of the 
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mold at successive spin-up and spin-down can remove fineckles eveiywheie except at the 

outer surface and centerline. The impulsive change in angular frequency associated with 

spin-up affects the establishment of an Ekman layer along the liquidus firont The front is 

washed by flow within the layer, thereby eliminating the perturbations responsible for 

channel nucleation. It was shown that changing the liquid flow pattern above the 

dendrites reduces the channel formation. They [68] also concluded that their model 

successfully predicted the channel growth, which initiated at the liquidus front and 

propagated downward into the mu^y zone. The channels act as paths of least resistance 

for the advection of interdendritic fluid into the overlying bulk fluid. 

In a recent paper, Prescott and Incropera [69] included the effect of turbulence in 

their study of the solidification of Pb - 19 wt % Sn alloy. Their results indicate that 

turbulence decreases the propensity for channel development and macrosegregation by 

enhancing mixing and reducing the effective Lewis number from 8600 to near unity. 

Schneider and Beckermann [70] compared two models (Scheil-type and lever-rule 

type) of microsegregation on macrosegregation. They found that overall macrosegregation 

patterns predicted using the two models were similar, although the predicted eutectic 

fraction is significantly higher with the Scheil-Qrpe model Their numerical results also 

showed that the choice of the mushy zone permeabiliQr fimction significantly affects the 

predicted number, length and orientation of segregated channels. 
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Modeling of multicompoiieiit solidification is one of the new trends in numerical 

studies. Schneider and Beckermann [71, 72] presented a model for the solidification of 

multicomponent steels and simulated the solidification of an austenitic steeL 

2.3.3 Analytical and Ejqterimental Investigations 

Hydrodynamic stability during directional solidification is essential if 

macrosegregation is to be avoided. Extensive theoretical investigations of the stability of 

the mushy region have been done, especially using linear stability theory. For directionally 

solidified castings that are cooled from below, a stable hydrodynamic condition exists 

when the rejected solute is heavier than the solvent*. However, rejection of a lighter 

solute during dendritic solidification may result in an instability. Therefore, the bounds of 

stability have been investigated in terms of the nondimensional parameters that describe 

the process. 

Coriell et aL [73] appear to be the first to have investigated the hydrodynamic 

stability ia directional solidification of dilute binary alloys using linear theory. They 

considered the plane firont solidification of Pb-Sn alloys and determined that convective 

instabilities occur much earlier than morphological instabilities. Nandapurkar et aL [74] 

* This is true provided tiiat the isotherms aie perfectly h(»izoDtal. 



peifoimed a linear stability analysis of thermosolutal convection in DS in the presence of a 

mushy zone. They found that convection in a Pb-20 wt% Sn alloy solidifying at a rate of 

0.02 nun/s for a range of gravitational constants (0.01-1 g) was never unconditionally 

stable; nevertheless, it was shown that reducing gravity does reduce the convection. They 

also suggested that reducing the lateral dimensions of the mold could suppress convection. 

Extensive studies on the dynamics of mushy layers and the use of mathematical models to 

analyze the region of dendritic or cellular growth have been done by Worster [13, 75], 

who focused on solidification of an alloy in situations where the solid and liquid coexisted 

in a mushy zone. 

Directional solidification has also been investigated experimentally in aqueous salt 

solutions and organic systems [11, 15, 17, 18, 76-78]. The aqueous NHiQ system is 

preferred for experimentation in view of its translucency, similarity to liquid metal 

solidification in terms of dendritic growth, availability of thermophysical property data, 

and ease of experimentation due to its low solidification temperature. For hypoeutectic 

compositions, NH4Q - rich dendrites freeze, rejecting a water - rich solution into the 

surrounding liquid and ahead of the mushy zone. 

Instabilities cause the mush to become ^atially non-uniform (see Chen and Chen 

[17], Copley et aL [44], Sample and Hellawell [15], and Sarazin and Hellawell [79]). 

Copley et aL studied the origin of freckles during DS using 30 wt pet NHja-HaO. As 
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mentioned earlier, they observed that jets eroded the mushy zone, causing localized 

segregation, and starting new grains by producing dendritic debris. They claimed that 

erosion by the jets is decreased by increasing the thermal gradient and growth rate, and 

also that the location of freckles is influenced by mushy zone curvature. However, 

controversy still exists regarding the representation of metallic solidification using analog 

aqueous salt solutions, even though they do show a pattern of fieckles. Chen and Chen 

[76] found finger convection occurred in the fluid region just above the mushy layer in all 

experiments using the analog casting system of NH4Q-H2O solution by cooling it from 

below. The plume convection with associated chimneys in the mushy zone disappeared 

when the bottom temperature was raised to 11.9 "C. Giamei and Kear [80] investigated 

the structure and composition of fieckles in directionally solidiGed nickel-based alloys and 

correlated the occurrence of fieckles with geometry, solidification conditions and alloy 

composition. For example, in bars the number of fieckle lines increased with increasing 

bar diameter. They also claimed that high thermal gradients, high growth rates or high 

cooling rates temporarily suppress the initiation of fieckling. McCay and McCay [77] 

used laser techniques to study the nature of convection and its influence on the directional 

dendritic solidification in NH4CI - H2O as a metal alloy analog. 

From the studies on NHtQ - H2O, it has been established that fieckles are a direct 

consequence of upward flowing liquid jets that emanate fiom within the musliy zone. 

There are many reports on experiments with metallic systems in which localized 



segregates and freckles have been identified. These include Kou et aL [81], Ridder et aL 

[56], Sample and Hellawell [15], Sarazin and Hellawell [79], and Tewari et aL [33]. 

Convection is the major cause of essentially all forms of observed macrosegregation. 

McDonald and Hunt [11] studied the additions of zinc chloride to adjust the 

density distribution in die liquid of an ammonium chloride-water system. They showed 

that segregates are the result of interdendritic fluid motion, and also that in certain alloys it 

may be possible to eliminate a segregation by adding small amounts of a suitable 

component Fujii et aL [51] showed the same effect was possible in a multicomponent 

steel. Specifically by adjusting the concentrations of Si and Mo, diey showed that an 

interdendritic liquid with an almost constant density could be obtained. Their simulation of 

steel with the adjusted concentration showed no macrosegregation. 

Flemings and Nereo [82] in 1970 also presented direct experimental evidence that 

gravity induced interdendritic fluid flow leads to macrosegregation. They experimented 

with Al-4.5 pet Cu alloy undergoing horizontal unidirectional solidification. Segregation 

was found to closely agree with that predicted by theory. 

Sample and Hellawell [15] experimentally studied the effects of mold precession in 

an attempt to prevent the channel segregates, and showed it to be feasible in NH4Q-H2O 

and Pb-Sn alloys. The effect of precessing the mold is to translate the bulk liquid laterally 
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relative to the growth front, so that perturbations or pre-existing solute plumes are 

damped out or sheared off. 

Another possible way of preventing channel freckles is to solidify ingots or 

castings in the microgravity environment McCay and McCay [78] reported that only 

shrinkage-induced flow and solutal diffusion affect the transport of solute in microgravity, 

since both thermal and solutal buoyancy flows tend to zero in the NH4Q-H2O system. In 

addition, ground-based dendritic growth front rates in tiie NH4a-H20 system were 

measured to be approximately one-half those of microgravity growth rates for identically 

applied solidification conditions, and die "densi '̂ of die mushy zone was significantiy 

increased when solidification was effected on earth. 
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CHAPTER 3 - MATHEMATICAL AND NUMERICAL MODELING 

3.1 Mathematical Model 

Transport processes in directional solidification G^S) are studied numerically. A 

mathematical model, consisting of the conservation equations and the application of an 

equilibrium phase diagram, is used. The model constitutes an approximation to the 

physical process of solidification and treats the mushy zone as a porous medium, which 

eliminates the need for internal boundary conditions at the interfaces between the all-solid 

zone and the mushy zone and between the mushy zone and the all-liquid zone. In this 

chapter, the conservation equations and the phase diagram are discussed fi:om the point of 

view of mathematical modeling. The model is discretized by a finite element technique 

used to obtain numerical solutions. 

3.1.1 Assun^tions 

Prior to introducing the governing equations, the basic assumptions contained in 

the mathematical model of solidification are stated. They are: 

1. The flow is laminar. 

2. Only solid and liquid are present 

3. The solid and liquid have equal densities. 
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4. The density is constant except in the buoyancy terms of the momentum equations (i.e., 

the Boussinesq approximation). 

5. There is no solute diffusion within the solid (optional). 

6. The solid does not advecL 

7. The thermal properties are constant and equal in both the liquid and solid phases. 

8. The permeability is anisotropic depending on the flow direction relative to the 

orientation of the primary dendrite arms. 

9. In the mushy zone, local equilibrium is maintained. 

The above assumptions lay out the basis of the model and are incorporated in the next 

section unless stated otherwise. 

3.1.2 Conservation Equations 

The equations modeling the DS process are based on continuum theory, which 

means that the same equations are valid for the all-solid zone, the mushy zone, and the all-

liquid zone, and no interfacial conditions are needed. This is achieved by introducing a 

variable to represent the volume fraction of liquid, denoted by 0, and illustrated in Hgure 

3.1. The range of the liquid fraction goes from 0 to 1 and distinguishes the three different 

zones in the solidification process. When <j> =0 there is only solid; when 0 = 1 there is 

only liquid and when 0 < 0 < 1 both phases coexist in a mushy zone. The equations given 

in the following subsections are written for two dimensions. 
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computational nodes 
(macroscopic length scale) 

Solid Solid + Liquid Liquid 

^ = 0 0 < 0 < 1 

Fraction of liquid 

= 1 

Figure 3.1 Schematic description of fraction of liquid (^): all-liquid node for I, 
mushy zone node for 0 <0 < 1, and all-solid node for ^=0. 
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3.1.2.1 Continuity Equation 

The velocities in the jc and z directions are u and w, respectively. In this work u 

and vf denote the components of the superficial velocity, which is the product of the liquid 

fraction and the interdendritic (pore) velocity. Under these conditions, the macroscopic 

mass conservation equation is given by: 

3.1.2.2 Monoentum Equations 

The fluid motion is described by the Navier-Stokes equations with the Boussinesq 

approximation. The momentum equations were derived using the volume averaging 

approach in the liquid and solid phases, with a control volume in the range of one to 

several dendrite arm spacings [83]. bi this approach, the mushy zone is modeled as a 

porous medium containing the two coexisting phases. Each phase is described with the 

usual field quantities, which are continuous in that phase. The equations are: 

X -momentum 

dx dz 
(3.1) 

(3.2) 

z-momentum 

d p  f d ^ w  , p 
d z J  p o ^  ^  J  K  R )  
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The subscript" 0 " represents the property at the reference state, where the reference state 

i s  t h e  a l l o y  o f  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  C b  a t  i t s  l i q u i d u s  t e m p e r a t u r e  T o .  

The above equations incorporate the Boussinesq approximation; that is only flow 

motion induced by the gravitational force is considered. Surface tension (Marangoni 

induced flow) and shrinkage induced flow are not considered. In the microgravity 

environment, however, flow induced by both of these effects could be significant, and their 

effects must be retained. The (tensity is assumed to depend linearly on temperature, and 

the solute concentration and is given by; 

p = Po[l- Pt (7*- 2'o) - Pc(Q - Q)] (3.4) 

where pj- is the thermal expansion coefficient (-1x10"* 1/K), and Pc ^ solute 

expansion coefficient (~5xl0'̂  l/(wt % Sn)). 

The Darcy terms in Equations 3.2 and 3.3 indicate an anisotropic permeability. The 

permeability is a measure of the conductivity of the liquid flow through the columnar 

dendritic formation in the mushy zone. The components are Kx and Kt, the permeabilities 

in the X and z directions, respectively. The colunmar mushy zone is represented 

mathematically by an anisotropic porous medium of variable porosity and is free to 

develop according to thermodynamic constraints. The form of the permeability is based 
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on a combined regression of experimental results and analytical results [84-86]. The same 

regression was also used by Felicelli et aL [61]; it is 

AT = 

1.09xl0">"X^ 

4.039 X10"^ X 

f [l-^J 

6.7336 

-6.4879 X10"^ + 5.4306 x 10"^ x 
A 

f  ̂

0 < 0.65 

0.65 ^ ^ < 0.75 

^ ^ 0.75 

and 

3.75x10-^0^ 

2.054x10 1-7 
l-( 

10.739 

dl 

(p < 0.65 

0.65^ ^<0.75 

0.07425 X (- Iog(l - 0) -1.487 + 2(1 - 0) - 0.5(1 - il>f)d^ 0 ^ 0.75 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where di is the primary dendrite arm spacing. 

As stated already, permeabili^ is based on the morphology, and the aligned pattern 

of the primary dendrite arms in the growth direction. However, controversy still exists 

since, at the tip of the dendrites, permeabiliQr could also depend on Reynolds number [87] 

due to extensive fluid motion that persists within the solute boundary layer. 

3.1.2.3 Conservation of Energy 

The energy equation was derived by Poirier et aL [88] and used by Felicelli et aL 

[16] with simplifying assumptions. Following Felicelli et al., the main mechanisms of heat 

transfer considered in the formulation are convection and diffusion, with heat generated by 

the latent heat of fusion. It is further assumed that the enthalpy and temperature are 
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related though the local heat capaci^, Vff = cVT. c is the ^)ecific heat and is assumed 

to be constant and equal in the solid and liquid phases. In addition, the temperatures of 

the solid and liquid within each unit element are equal, and there is an effective thermal 

diffusivity, a, which applies to the solid plus liquid mixture. Strictly speaking, the above 

expression is invalid for alloys, because c is different in the solid and liquid phases and a 

function of temperature and concentration. However, this is still a reasonable 

approximation and it reduces the complexiQr of the energy equation. With these 

simplifications, the energy equation takes the form 

3.1.2.4 Conservation of Species 

Since there is no di^ion in the solid phase, microsegregation is allowed. 

Following Felicelli et aL [16], the total concentration, average solid concentration and 

liquid concentration in different zones are given respectively by 

(3.7) 

C =0C, + (1-«)C, (3.8) 

1 

(3.9) 

rC,(T) if 0<1 

1 C if 0 = 1 { (3.10) 
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where Cd[T) is the liquidus line in the phase diagram. As in the energy transport, the 

mechanisms for species transport are diffusion and convection. For a volume element 

containing a solid and liquid mixture in which solute enters and leaves by Bckian diffusion 

and by convection of the interdendritic liquid, the conservation equation for the total 

solute concentration is: 

3.1.3 Nondimensionalization 

By properly choosing reference quantities, the nondimensional form of the 

governing equations is obtained. First, we deffne reference quantities as follows: 

(3.11) 

r^erence length 

reference velocity 

reference time 

P-ML reference pressure 

p =—, where p''= p'+pgz nondimensional pressure 

nondimensional velocities 
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~iL 
H H 

T= r -Tg 
GH 

C,=^ 
' Co 

nondimensional positions 

nondimensional temperature 

nondimensional concentration 

The primes represent the dimensional variables, themselves, before they are 

nondimensionalized. The energy equation is modified with the aid of Eqs. 3.8 and 3.11 in 

order to include the latent heat term implicitly in the calculation. This is necessary to 

obtain a stable algorithm, the detailed derivation of the modified equation can be found in 

Felicelli [61]. The resulting non-dimensional equations are: 

x-momentum 

f Pr \jdu f d^u 

dz^ J 

1 ^ 1 A rpr"! 
H——U 

J Da, \ ^Raj ̂  
(3.12) 

ax (py ax azj 

z-momentum 

Pr 
1 

Da. 
Pr dp if  ̂ . 

r+-?^(q-i) 
ROjSc 

(3.13) 

Energy equation 

d^T £r 
dx^ ^ dz^ J 

_L J_ 
S c C ,  I  c j  dt Pr 

I P r  j  q j y  d x  d z )  Q d t  

d f ^ d r X  

^axV dxT dzv dz)_ 
(3.14) 
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wheie L= f* , L=-z—,and / = fkC^^. 
mcCQ cGH * 

Solute conservation equation 

and where the nondimensional parameters are the following: 

thermal Raleigh number 
Rot — 

Voa 

gP cCqH  ̂ solutal Raleigh number 
Ra, — 
' VqD 

Prandtl number 

a 

„ Vn Schmidt number oc=—^ 
D 

_ K ^  D a r c y  n u m b e r  i n  x - d i r e c t i o n  

Ky Darcy number in z-direction Da, = 

Caution must be exercised when using the Equation 3.14. The nondimensional 

form of the energy equation is designed for numerical calculation of the temperature field. 

When 0 = 1 (liquid phase) or 0 = 0 (solid phase), the terms with the latent heat of fusion 

are not included in the calculation of the temperature. 
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3.1.4 Equilibrium Phase Diagram 

The phase diagram of the Pb-Sn system studied in this work is shown in Hgure 

3.2. In practice, metallic alloys are solidified at a very low speed, typically less than 10~* 

m/s. Under this condition, the local solid-liquid interface is very close to equilibrium, 

making item 9 in Section 3.1.1 an excellent approximation. It allows one to obtain the 

local solute concentration in the interdendritic liquid directly from the phase diagram, once 

the local temperature is known. 

The equilibrium partition ratio, k, is defined as the ratio of solid concentration to 

liquid concentration at the interface. Li general, is a function of temperature and 

concentration. However, as can be observed from the phase diagram for Pb-Sn alloys, it 

can be approximated as a constant to simplify the calculations. 

For metallic alloys, there is a big difference between solute diffusion in the solid 

and liquid phases. For example. Pb-Sn alloys, under 1 atm pressure and at a temperature 

of about 500 K, have a diffusion coefficient in the liquid phase of approximately 3x10"' m^ 

s'̂ , and in the solid phase it is approximately 10'" m^ s '. Thus, it is reasonable to assume 

that there is no diffusion of solute in solid. 

3.2 Finite Element Formulation 

In the simulation of directional solidification of dendritic alloys, a finite element 

method (FEM) is adopted. The advantage of using FEM is that it can easily incorporate a 

variety of boundary conditions as well as an irregular geometry. Although the geometries 
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Figure 3.2 The Pb-Sn phase diagram [89]. 
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we deal with here are simple, the generality would be needed in practical applicatioas of 

the model Di engineering problems related to fluid motion, diffusion and convection 

interact in the flow process and must be carefully modeled by a numerical method. Some 

important aspects of the numerical procedure used in the simulations are listed below. 

3.2.1 Penalty formulation 

In this dissertation, the pressure variable is not of interest Therefore, by making 

use of a penalty function formulation the pressure is eliminated in the momentum equation 

through the use of a pseudo-constitutive relation that imposes the incompressibility 

constraint in the form 

where p, is the hydrostatic pressure, and A is a large "penalty" parameter. This numerical 

technique for imposing incompressibility has been discussed in detail by Marshall et al. 

[90], Heinrich and Marshall [91], and Heinrich and Yu [92] in the study of buoyancy-

driven flows. It has also been studied theoretically by Oden [93]. By substituting 

Equation 3.16 into the momentum equations (Equations 3.2 and 3.3), the pressure is 

eliminated. 

(3.16) 
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3.2.2 Petrov-Galerkin Formulation 

The Petrov-Galerkin formulation is important because it stabilizes highly 

convective flows without introducing numerical diffusion. It is best understood when used 

in conjunction with the bilinear Lagrangian 4-node isoparametric element [94], and it 

requires the use of weighting functions that are different from the shape functions. The 

weighting functions are obtained by perturbing the bilinear shape fimction in the following 

way; 

where is the shape function at node i, is the perturbation fimction, K = I 

corresponds to the momentum equation, ^ = 2 to the energy equation, and ^ = 3 to the 

solute concentration equation. The parameters are given by; 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

where 

Vh 
is the cell Reynolds number. 

2^Pr 

_Vh(X-aiPrQ)) 
^ 2(1+(L0/5cC,)) 

is the cell energy-Peclet number. 

VhSc 
2<lfPr 

is the concentration cell solutal-Peclet number. 
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The perturbation functions are 

= (319) 

where V is the magnitude of the local fluid speed and A is the local element length in the 

direction of flow. These are given by: 

(3.20) 

h = ̂ i\+^\ (3.21) 

where 

A, = ^ (uh^ + wh^) (3.22a) 

/i2 = ^ ("V (3.22b) 

hfy=^ix2+x^-xi-x^) (3.22c) 

=•^(22+23-^1-24) (3.22d) 

h^=^(x^ + x^-xi-x2) (3.22e) 

Apj =—(^3+^ —Zi —Z2) (3.22f) 

and the nodal coordinates (x,-, zd follow the order given in Rgure 3.3. The two vectors 

and that join the midpoints of opposing sides in the quadrilateral are calculated using 

(3.22a-3.22f). hi and ^2 are the projections of and ^ in the direction of the velocity 

\ 
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Figure 3.3 General quadrilateral element showing the node numbering and vectors needed 
in the de t̂ion of the length h. 
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vector V and A is the sum of the magnitudes of h\ and hi. For the particular case when the 

elements are rectangular, the expression for h reduces to 

where Ar and Az ate the dimensions of the rectangular element, and 6 is the angle of the 

velocity vector relative to the positive x-axis. Details on the development of the Petrov-

Galerkin method can be found in References [95-97]. 

3.2.3 Time Discretization 

The time derivative in the integration of the system of equations is approximated 

using a backward difference. For a scalar fimction / 

— m  

where m is the current time step, m+I is the next time step, and Ar is the duration of one 

time step. The above expression does not indicate whether an implicit or explicit method 

is implemented. In this work, the finite element discretization yields a matrix formulation 

of the form MX+KX = F, with the term X discretized according to Equation 3.23. If X 

is set equal to X"^*, the formulation is implicit Otherwise, if X is set equal to X", the 

formulation is explicit The backward implicit scheme is adopted by taking X = X"^^ in 

the current work. More details can be found in Reference [98]. 

h - Ajc|cos6|+ Az|sin6| (3.22g) 

(3.23) 
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3.2.4 Dependent Variables 

All scalar variables are interpolated with bilinear isoparametric shape functions; 

that is f(x,z,t) = 'ZNiix,z)fi(.t) , where i ranges over the total number of nodes in the 
f 

computational domain, and ^ = fit) is the value of the function at node i. 

By expressing x and z as fimctions of t) and %, Le. = the bilinear 

isoparametric shape functions are: 

=7a-n)(i-5) 
4 

A^2=Ta+n)a-^) 
4 

4 

N^=\a-m+^) 
4 

where t] , ^ range from -1 to 1. 

3.2.5 Weak Form of the Conservation Equations 

To obtain the weak form of the equations, we first ^ply the weighted residuals 

method in the following way. Let us write a general differential equation in the form 

14 = f (3.24) 
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where L is a di£feiential operator which is not necessarily linear, 0 is the dependent 

variable, and/is the forcing or source term. The residual of Equation 3.24 is defined as 

\^Wa4-f)dQ = 0 (3.25) 

where W is a weighting function, ^thin the formulation of Equation 3.25, we ^ply the 

Gauss divergence theorem to the second order derivative terms in order to reduce the 

second derivatives to products of first derivatives of the weighting function and the 

dependent variables. For example, the weak formulation of the solute concentration 

equation, 

dC 
•+u  

dt 

becomes 

where r denotes the boundary of £2. The above expression can be discretized using finite 

elements to obtain a numerical approximation. The convergence of numerical methods 

based on Equation 3.27 has been firmly established in the literature and will not be 

discussed here. 

The weak form of the momentum equations including the penalty function 

approximation is 

1 ( P r \ \  I d u  i p  ^  P r ^ d w f d u  cU2 = 

\ 
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yRorJ \ \dt Da^ J dx dx di dz] J ^ 
dn= 

Because of the strong non-linearities, the algorithm selectively incorporates some 

of the terms in implicit form, while others are treated explicitly. The particular way in 

which this is done is summarized in Table 3.1. 

Details of the numerical implementation can also be found in Reference [61]. For 

the weighted residuals formulation of the Navier-Stokes Equations, the weak form of each 

term on both sides of the equations are listed separately in Table 3.1. The established 

weak formulation is the starting point to obtain the finite element matrices. 

For the energy equation, the weak form of Equation 3.14 is 

K-S-ff-fh-i 'f 

and the numerical treatment of the discretized term is shown in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.1 Fonnulatioii of Momentum Equation 

Terms in Eqs. 
3.28 and 3.29 

Numerical 
Approach 

Coordinate 
Direction Discretized Form 

time rate 
of change 

implKit 
Gumped 
mass 
matrix) 

X 
time rate 
of change 

implKit 
Gumped 
mass 
matrix) 

z 

convective 
terms 

explicit X convective 
terms 

explicit 

z 
r .. 1 ̂  dw 

-  Ni—\ U—+W— idQ 
>1, obc d z f  

Darcy implicit 
X "i 

Darcy implicit 

z 
body force explicit X 0 body force explicit 

z 

viscous terms implicit 
X ' j +  

'•a. Bz'^r •1 
viscous terms implicit 

z (s/l 
r, ay,. 1 

'1 
penalty term implicit X •ml Uj + "if 
penalty term implicit 

z <S1 Uj + 
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Table 3.2 Discietized Energy Equation 

Terms Time Discretized Form 
time rate of change implicit 

fj NII-M JQ ' r J 
Njdn 

diffusion implicit 
L 
fl L <l>Y3N^dN dN,dNA^ 

S c q X ^  ^  B z  d z )  

diffusion explicit 

Sc'^C, 5c dz J 
convective explicit 

- f l - 1  
I c, 

/ ar arV-

time rate of change 
of the average solid 
concentration 

explicit 
i Jo 'C,dt 

The weak form for the solute concentration equation in non-dimensional form is 

f w^di2 = -(-^yj w(u^+w^\u2+—j w<i>^dr 
d t  V P r  J  {  d b c  d z )  5 c J r  d n  

.±1 (3.31) 
Sc 1_ dx dx dz dz J 

This equation is solved for C using the Euler method. The mass matrix is lumped 

in order to obtain a fully explicit method. The mass lumping procedure consists of 

diagonalizing the mass matrix, denoted by M' , by defining its elements as 

m' -ntij-
0 if J 

^niij if i = j (3.32) 
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Table 3.3 shows the discrete form of the different terms in the solute concentration 

equation. 

Table 3.3 Formulation of Solute Equation 

Separated Terms Discrctized Form 
transient 

diffusion 

dx J dz J) 
convective 

\ Pr J  ( j t y  d x  d z  )  

All integrations are performed using 2x2 gauss points, except for the penalty terms 

which are integrated using a one point gauss quadrature. The required quadrature 

formulas are fully discussed in standard finite element texts such as Zienldewicz [100]. 

The reasons for using reduced integration in the penalty term arc found in References [94, 

101 and 102]. 

After all integrals are evaluated, three systems of linear equations are obtained in 

matrix form. These are 

MiV+KiV = Q, (3.33) 

Mjt + K2T = Q2 (3.34) 

M3t+K3C,=Q3 (3.35) 

In the equations above, the velocity vector V and the vector Qi, arc 2nxl vectors, the 

temperaturc T, the fraction of liquid 0, the total concentration C, the liquid 
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concentiatioii Q and the vector Q2 and Q3 are all nxl vectors. The mass matrix Mi and 

stiffiiess matrix Ki are 2Rx2n matrices and M2, M3, K2 and K3 are all rtxn matrices. The 

system of equations are solved directly using the Unpack subroutines in the Convex 

UNIX system. 

3.3 Flow of the Numerical Coiiq)utatioiis 

The calculation procedure is shown in Figure 3.4. First, the velocity field in the 

liquid region and the mushy zone is calculated. An iteration loop is then entered where the 

temperature field over the entire domain is calculated using the energy equation. Based on 

the temperature distribution, the solute concentration in the interdendritic liquid (or bulk 

liquid) is obtained from the phase diagram. Knowing the concentration in the 

interdendritic liquid the total concentration is calculated in the all liquid and mushy 

regions. Finally, within the iteration loop, the firaction of liquid and the average 

concentration in the solid are calculated at each node from the total and liquid 

concentrations. Convergence is determined by requiring the changes in the fraction of 

liquid to become smaller than a prescribed tolerance, i.e., at every node /, 

where is the iteration counter. Once the convergence criterion is satisfied the calculation 

proceeds to the next time step. In the calculation presented here e has been set equal to 

10^. 

I 



Flow of Numerical Computatioii 

1. Compute velocity field V = (u, w) 

A 2. Compute temperature field T 

3. Set concentratioa of liquid, according to 

JQ(D //<(>< 1 
^ \ c  i f^  =  l  

4. Compute total average concentration, C 

5. Update average concentration of solid, Q 

• 6. Calculate  ̂ , solved iteratively until convergence (10"^) 

Figure 3.4 The flow of the numerical calculation procedure. 
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CHAPTER 4 - NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Simulation of Experiment with Severe Macrosegregation 

Directional solidification experiments were done by Tewari and Shah [34]. Precast 

Pb-Sn alloy samples (about 30 cm long) contained in quartz crucibles (7 mm inner 

diameter) were lemelted (melt column about 20 cm long) in a vacuum and directionally 

solidified by raising the fiimace assembly at various speeds (0.4 to 66 /mi s'̂ ) with respect 

to the stationary sample. Tewari and Shah effected solidification with a positive thermal 

gradient in the melt, with the melt at the top and the solid below. A steady - state thermal 

profile was maintained during directional solidification, as evidenced by identical thermal 

profiles indicated by two thermocouples which were located along the sample length with 

a separation distance of about 20 mm [103]. The experiments of Tewari and Shah are 

summarized in Table 4.1, which gives the growth rate, thermal gradient, composition, 

primary dendrite arm spacing and experiments in which channels (i.e., freckles) were 

observed. 

For this study, the conditions specified for Sample 3C in Table 4.1 were used. The 

physical properties used in the calculation are listed in Table 4.2. This sample was 

selected because Tewari and Shah [34] reported that it contained several channels (i.e., 

freckles). 
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Table 4.1 Maciosegiegation and Channel Segregates in Diiectionally Solidified Pb-Sn 
Alloys (fiom Tewari and Shah [34]). 

Co R Gi di Number 
of 

Sample (WtPctSn) (um s') (Kcm*') (um) Channels 

SNOOl 10.0 10 110 115 0 
lA 16.5 4 101 172 1 
3C 23.2 6 77 185 4 
3B 23.7 24 81 164 0 
3D 27.0 66 59 155 0 
4A 33.3 8 75 166 2 
5A 57.9 10 105 234 0 
5B 54.7 40 67 111 0 

Table 4.2 A list of physical properties used in the calculation of Section 4.1 

Average thermal diffusivity (m^ s"') 1.7x10-® 

Latent heat of fusion (KJ Kg*') 40.0 

Average specific heat of solid (KJ/(Kg K)) 0.145 

Thermal expansion coefficient (K'̂ ) 1.20x10-^ 

Solutal expansion coefficient (l/(wt %)) 5.15x10-^ 

Solutal diffusivity (m^ s'̂ ) 3.0x10' 

Kinematic viscosity (m^s *) 2.47x10-' 

Equilibrium partition ratio 0.31 

In numerical simulations, a Cartesian coordinate system with a two-dimensional 

rectangular geometry was smdied. Owing to limitation of computational time, a height of 
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4 cm and width of 7 mm was used. The height of 4 cm was considered because it shows 

not only the complete mushy zone but also all three zones during the solidification 

process. The mesh sizes (or mesh density) are chosen to best describe the results but also 

trying to keep the computational times reasonable in the finite element calculation. 

4.1.1 Boundary and Initial Conditions 

In order to obtain boundary and initial conditions for the numerical simulations, 

data from the steady-state temperature profile in Rgurc 4.1 were reduced to yield 

temperature versus time at various positions (Hgure. 4.2). 

Initially. Pb-Sn liquid at a uniform composition (Co) fills the container. The liquid 

is at rest and the initial temperature distribution given in Hgure 4.1 is imposed, with the 

bottom of the container at the liquidus temperature. 

At the top and bottom boundaries specified cooling rates are ^plied according to 

Figure 4.2. Along the vertical side walls two defferent boundary were studied, insulated 

walls and specified time dependent temperature. The latter were specified at one 

centimeter intervals according to Hgure 4.2 and interpolated lineady in between. The 

velocities satisfy no slip condition along the container walls and a zero normal stress 

condition at the top. 

1 
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Figure 4.1 The steady-state temperature profile during experimental DS processing. 
Sample 3C in Table 4.1 from Tewari and Shah [34]. 
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Rgure 4.2 The temperature as a function of time at different locations along the vertical 
direction. To is the iiquidus temperature of the alloy. 



In this study, the solute concentration in the liquid was not perturbed at the 

beginning of solidification. However, simulations with and without the initial random 

perturbation on the liquid concentration both result in the formation of freckles, if the 

growth condition favors the formation of freckles. 

4.1.2 Insulated Vertical Walls, No Diffusion in the Solid 

The computational time for every 1000 s of a real solidification simulation cost 

^proximately 20 hours of CPU on the Convex C240 machine at the University of 

Arizona. The calculations were stopped when about half of the container was solidified (at 

6000 s). Results at 1000 s and 6000 s are of most interest and are shown in Figures 4.3 -

4.7, where the temperature, stream fimction, liquid concentration, total concentration and 

fraction of liquid are presented. All graphs are presented here with "m" indicating the 

minimum value and "M" indicating the maximum value of the variable of interest Rgures 

4.3a and 4.3b show the temperature distribution at 1000 s and 6000 s, respectively. As 

expected, due to the low Prandtl number ( Pr = 0.015 ), the effect of convection in the 

temperature field is small and the temperature behaves almost as though this was a one 

dimensional heat transfer case. However, looking carefully, one can detect that in both 

cases the temperature contours in the upper half of the container are slightly bent, this is 

due to convection during solidification. 

Rgure 4.4a shows the stream function at 1000 s, in the range from -1.867x10"® to 

1.806x10'® (mVs), and Figure 4.4b shows the stream function at 6000 s in the range from 
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Figure 4.3 Temperature contours: (a) at 1000 s - contour m is 500 K, contour M is 800 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.7 Fraction of Uquid: (a) at 1000 s - m is 0.06, M is 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.094; 
(b) at 6000 s - m is 0, M is 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.1. 



-1.555x10"^ to 6.537x10"' mVs. Positive values mean that the fluid particles move in a 

counter-cloclcwise direction, and negative values mean that the motion is in a clockwise 

direction. In both figures, the weak convection inside the mushy zone is not shown 

because the stream fimction is orders of magnitude smaller in that region. 

In Hgures 4.Sa and 4.5b, liquid concentration fields are presented in both the all-

liquid and the mu^y zones. There is a tendency for chamiels to be produced along the 

walls, where an accumulation of the lighter solute can be observed. In Hgure 4.5b one 

can see kinks in the contours that correspond to open channels in the mushy zone. An 

internal channel can also be detected. 

The total concentration fields at 1000 s and 6000 s are shown in Figures 4.6a and 

4.6b, respectively. In Figure 4.6a, the concentration range is 10 wt % Sn to 39 wt % Sn. 

It shows high solute concentration near the walls as well as in one internal location where 

the channels have formed. The formation of channels at die vertical walls occurs because 

solute is rejected fix)m the dendrites and slides firom the tip of dendrites towards the 

vertical walls. As rich solute accumulates near the walls due to no horizontal movement, 

channels easily form along the vertical walls. The location of initiation of internal 

channels is uncertain, but it forms starting fix)m accumulation of solute at the tip of 

dendrites. Gradually, as solidification proceeds, the spots which are favorable of 

accumulating rich solute formed either pocket-shape or long narrow channels. The word 

"favorable" means the solidification conditions and the strength of convection. The 

results also show a slight increase of the concentration in the all-liquid zone due to the 
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advection from the solute-laden channels up into the overlying liquid. In Figure 4.6b, 

the concentration ranges from 8.0 to 61.9 wt % Sn (eutectic concentration), which occurs 

at both vertical walls and in the internal channel The internal channel has been directed 

and merged to left-sided vertical channel by convection above the tip of the dendrite or in 

all-liquid zone. 

Figures 4.7a and 4.7b show the fraction of liquid at 1000 s and 6000 s, 

respectively, Rgure 4.7a, the values range from 0,06 to 1.0. The fraction of liquid 

ranges from 0.8 to 1.0 in a relatively small layer at the top of the mushy zone, indicating a 

high gradient of the fr^tion of liquid in the leading part of the advancing mushy zone. 

This suggests that the small layer is influenced strongly by the convection in the overlying 

liquid region. In Figure 4.7b, the range in fraction of liquid is from 0.0 to 1.0. The 

figure also shows a thin layer in the mushy region at the tip of dendrites where the fraction 

of liquid ranges from 0.8 to I.O. It also shows the internal channel that developed and 

merged with the channel along the left vertical wall Comparing Figures 4.6b and 4.7b, we 

see that the channels originated very early in solidification and left behind a freckle in the 

completely solid part of the casting. At a height of {^proximately 1.5 cm, the channel 

veered to the left in response to the meandering of the convection cells in the overlying 

liquid (see Hguies 4.4a and 4.4b). As we can see in the latter results, convection fluid 

motion plays an significant role in influencing the geometry pattern of freckles formation, 

and so is the property of mushy zone. 

\ 
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Figure 4.8 shows total solute concentratioii in the liquid at 1200 s in the limited 

range of concentration of 23.4 wt % Sn to 23.6 wt % Sn with a stepsize of 0.05 wt % Sn 

for four simulations. Case a, b, c, and d in Table 4.3. When the temperature along the 

vertical walls was specified as a function of time, the temperatures given by Hgure 4.2 

were used. 

Table 4.3 Four cases of the simulation calculation. 

Case Diffusion in the solid Vertical walls Rgures 

a 0 insulated 4.3-4.7 

b 0 specified temperatures 4.11-4.15 

c infinite insulated 4.16-4.20 

d infinite specified temperatures 4.21-4.25 

These simulations show that solute is driven by convection firom the channels in 

the vinicity of the tips of the dendrites and moves up into the overlying liquid. The 

location of internal channels is strongly influenced by the initial convection pattern above 

the mushy region and is unpredictable. However, it is clear that near the walls where 

horizontal movement of the solute is restricted, the accumulation of solute lowers the 

melting temperature. From the channels, solute is advected into the overlying liquid. 

The interaction between the solute enriched layer at the leading part of the mu^y 

zone and the overlying liquid was first suggested by Hellawell et aL [104]. Their schematic 

representation of the interaction leading to the formation of a channel and its plume is 

\ 
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Figure 4.8 SimulaUon of Table 4.2 showing ihe initiation of plumes near the tips of the dendrites, tlie total 
concentration is plotted in the range from 23.4 wt % Sn (m) to 23.6 wt % Sn (M) with an interval of 0.05 
wt % Sn for iso-concentration lines at 1200 s. 
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reproduced as Hgure 4.9. According to the calculated results, rich solute build-up in the 

solute boundary layer leading to a plume and the formation of a channel did agree with the 

observation firom Hellawell and his co-woiicers. 

Hgure 4.10 shows the comparison of calculated and measured average 

concentrations at cross sections along the vertical direction. The experimental results were 

obtained by Tewari and Shah [34], who took average concentrations of 3 mm slices. The 

experimental results are slightly lower than the numerical results. Nonetheless, there is 

reasonable agreement 

4,1.3 Specified Wall Temperature, No Diffusion in the Solid 

We concentrate on the results at 1000 s and 6000 s, which are the most interesting. 

In Hgures 4.11 - 4.15, temperature, stream fimction, liquid concentration, total 

concentration, and fraction of liquid are presented. Li Hgures 4.11a and 4.11b, the 

temperature distributions at 1000 s and 6000 s, respectively, are shown. In the upper 

third of the domain in both Hgures 4.11a and 4.11b, the temperature contours are bent as 

a result of the imposed temperature at the walls, as well as the convection effect This 

effect is not presented in previous case. 

Compared with previous calculation, this case shows a faster solidification speed 

due to imposed walls temperature. As we can see in Figures 4.7b and 4.15b, the tip of the 

\ 
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boundarv laver 

Rgure 4.9 Schematic representation of boundary layer perturbation leading to a plume 
and the formation of a channel. Note that the entrainment of bulk liquid must 
first accelerate the dendritic growth front locally as observed, while the release 
of solute-rich liquid from below causes subsequent melting, in the order (a)-
(e). From Hellawell et al. [103]. 
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Figure 4.11 Temperature contours: (a) at 1000 s - contour m is 500 K, contour M is 800 
K, and the stepsize is 30 K; (b) at 6000 s - contour m is 375 K, contour M is 
605 K, and the stepsize is 23 K. 
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Figure 4.12 Stream function contours: (a) at 1000 s - contour m is -3.4x 10"^ mV, 
contour M is 3.2x10"® m^s"', and the stepsize is 0.33x10^ m"s"'; (b) at 6000 s 
- contour m is -0.6x10"^ mV, contour M is 1.6x10*^ mV, and the stepsize is 
0.11x10"^ mV. 
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Figure 4.13 Liquid concentration contours: (a) at 1000 s - contour m is 23.5 wt % Sn, 
contour M is 44 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 2.05 wt % Sn; (b) at 6000 s -
contour m is 26 wt % Sn contour M is 61.9 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 3.59 
wt % Sn. 

\ 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.14 Total concentration contours: (a) at 1000 s - m is 9 wt % Sn, M is at 37 wt 
% Sn, and the stepsize is 2.8 wt % Sn; (b) at 6000 s - m is 8 wt % Sn, M is 
61.9 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 5.39 wt % Sn. 
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Figure 4.15 Fraction of liquid contours: (a) at 1000 s - m is 0.03, M is 1.0, and the 
stepsize is 0.097; (b) at 6000 s - m is 0, M is 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.1. 
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dendrite moved up to 34 mm, which is faster than previous 28 mm at the same 

solidification time. 

Hgure 4.12a shows the stream function at 1000 s in the range -3.4x10'̂  to 3.2x10"^ 

m^ s'\ The strength of fluid motion near the wall is smaller than in the case of insulted 

side walls, as illustrated in Figure 4.4a. Figure 4.12b shows the stream function at 6000 s 

in the range of -6.0x10"' to 1.6x10"® s'\ Again, the fluid motion inside the mushy zone 

is very slow, except near the tip of dendrites. 

Figures 4.13a and 4.13b show the liquid concentration at 1000 and 6000 s, 

respectively. An upward moving plume of liquid with a high solute concentration appears 

at each side wall in Hgure 4.13a and also at the location of an internal channel where the 

plume is particularly strong in Hgure 4.13b. The average concentration of the solute in 

the bulk liquid is lower than in the insulated case, as one can see from the results at 1000 s 

in Hgure. 4.5a. 

The total solute concentration fields at 1000 s and 6000 s are shown in Hgures 

4.14a and 4.14b, respectively. Hgure 4.14a shows a range from 9 wt % Sn to 37 wt % 

Sn; only lateral channels are evident as early as 1000 s. In Hgure 4.14b, the 

composition ranges from 8.0 wt % Sn to 61.9 wt % Sn (i.e., the eutectic) at 6000 s. 

Three narrow freckles align vertically and contain high solute concentrations. At a height 

of approximately 28 mm, the internal channel bends towards the right vertical walL 
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Hguies 4.1Sa and 4.1Sb show the fraction of liquid at 1000 s and 6000 s, 

respectively. In Hguie 4.15a, the fraction liquid varies from 0.03 to 1.0. A long narrow 

pin-like pocket is entrained into the mushy zone, Hgure 4.1Sb, the fraction liquid 

ranges from 0 to 1.0. Internal channels occur that contain liquid of eutectic composition. 

The lower 21 mm is completely solidified. 

4.1.4 Insulated Vertical Walls, Con^Iete Difiusion in the Solid 

The results at 1000 s and 6000 s are shown in Rguies 4.16-4.20. Temperature, 

stream fimction, liquid concentration, total concentration, and fraction of liquid are 

presented. Figures 4.16a and 4.16b show the temperature distribution at 1000 s and 

6000 s, req>ectively; with insulated vertical walls, the contours are almost horizontal. 

Figure 4.17a shows the stream function at 1000 s in the range from the range -LSxlO"^ to 

1.8x10"® m^ s"*. Figure 4.17b shows the stream function at 6000 s in the range from 

-l.lxlO"® to 2.6x10"' m^ s*\ Figure 4.18a shows liquid concentration at 1000 s and 

Figure 4.18b at 6000 s. Again, the kinks in the contours indicate the presence of channels 

in the mushy zone. The total concentration at 1000 s and 6000 s is shown in Hgure 

4.19a and 4.19b, respectively. In Figure 4.19a, the total concentration ranges from 12.5 

wt % Sn to 38.5 wt % Sn and in Rgure 4.19b, the range is from 9 wt % Sn to 61.9 wt % 

Sn (Le., the eutectic concentration). As mentioned previously, with complete diffusion in 
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Figure 4.16 Temperature contours: (a) at 1000 s - contour m is 500 K, contour M is 800 
K, and the stepsize is 30 K; (b) at 6000 s - contour m is 390 K, contour M is 
610 K, and the stepsize is 22 K. 
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Figure 4.17 Stream function contours: (a) at 1000 s - contour m is -1.5x lO'̂ mV, 
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Figure 4.18 Liquid concentration contours: (a) at 1000 s - contour m is 23.5 wt % Sn, 
contour M is 44 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 2.05 wt % Sn; (b) at 6000 s -
contour m is 24 wt % Sn contour M is 61.9 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 3.79 
wt % Sn. 
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Figure 4.19 Total concentration contours: (a) at 1000 s - m is 12.5 wt % Sn, M is at 38.5 
wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 2.6 wt % Sn; (b) at 6000 s - m is 9 wt % Sn, M is 
61.9 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 5.2 wt % Sn. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.20 Fraction of liquid contours: (a) at 1000 s - m is 0.03, M is 1.0, and the 
stepsize is 0.097; (b) at 6000 s - m is 0, M is 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.1. 
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the solid case there is a smaller area of low concentratioii distribution, as can be seen here. 

It also shows less segregate than the zero diffusion case in Hgure 4.6b. 

Figures 4.20a and 4.20b show the fraction of liquid at 1000 s and 6000 s. In 

Hgure 4.20a, the fraction of liquid ranges from 0.03 to 1.0, and in Hgure 4.20b, the range 

is from 0.0 to 1.0. 

4.1.5 Specified Wall Temperature, Complete Diffusion in the Solid 

Results at 1000 s and 6000 s are shown in Hgures 4.21-4,25, where temperature, 

stream function, liquid concentration, total concentration, and fraction of liquid are 

presented. Figures 4.21a and 4.21b show the temperature distribution at 1000 s and 

6000 s, respectively. Figure 4.22a shows the stream ftmction at 1000 s in the range from 

-2.8 X 10"* to 2.5 X 10"* s*', and Figure 4,22b shows the stream fimction at 6000 s in the 

range between -0.6 x 10"® and 2,4 x 10"* m^ sHgures 4,23a and 4,23b give the liquid 

concentration at 1000 s and 6000 s, and Hgures 4,24a and 4.24b present the total 

concentration at 1000 s and 6000 s. 

Hgures 4,25a and 4,25b show the fraction of liquid at 1000 s and 6000 s, 

respectively. In comparison with the case of no difCiision in the solid, the formation of the 

long internal channels is not as obvious. 
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Figure 4.21 Temperature contours: at 1000 s - m is 500 K, M is 800 K, and the stepsize is 
30 K; at 6000 s - m is 390 K, M is 610 K, and the stepsize is 22 K. 
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Figure 4.22 Stream function contours: at 1000 s - m is -2.8x 10"^ m~ s ', M is 2.5x10"® 
m's"', and the stepsize is 0.265x10"® m"s''; at 6000 s - m is -0.6x10"® m~s"\ 
M is 2.4x10"^ m"s"', and the stepsize is 0.15x10"® m's"'. 
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Figure 4.23 Liquid concentration contours: at 1000 s - m is 23.5 wt % Sn, M is 44 wt % 
Sn, and the stepsize is 2.05 wt % Sn; (b) at 6000 s - m is 25 wt % Sn, is 61.9 
wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 3.69 wt % Sn. 
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Figxire 4.24 Total concentration contours: (a) at 1000 s - m is 12 wt % Sn, M is 32.5 wt 
% Sn, and the stepsize is 2.05 wt % Sn; (b) at 6000 s - m is 10 wt % Sn, M 
is 61.9 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 5.1 wt % Sn. 
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Figure 4.25 Fraction of liquid contours: (a) at 1000 s - m is 0, M is at 1.0, and the 
stepsize is 0.1 and (b) at 6000 s - m is 0, M is at 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.1. 
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Figures 4.26a - 4.26d present the result of total solute concentration at 6000 s for 

the four cases modeled. It shows that fieckles occurred under this growth condition 

regardless of the temperature boundary condition along the vertical walls and whether no 

diffusion or complete diffusion in the solid was assumed. The fraction of liquid for the 

four cases is shown in figures 4.27a - 4.27d. 

4.2 Microgravity Environment 

Solidification under a gravitational acceleration of 10'̂  go was simulated, where 

is 9.8 m/s^. The total concentration and fraction of liquid are shown in Hgure 4.28 and 

4.29 at 4000 s when the leading part of the mushy zone has advanced to approximately 17 

mm. No freckles can be observed in the casting which shows very uniform solute 

concentration in the horizontal direction. Convective motion is ahnost completely 

suppressed, and conditions can be considered as in a one-dimensional diffusion case. 

Hence, it points towards the advantage of casting macrosegregation-free components in a 

microgravity environment However, neither shrinkage nor surface tension induced flows 

are considered in this simulation, and they could have an effect on macrosegregation. 
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Figure 4.26 Total concentration field for the four simulation of Table 4.2 at 6000 s, (a) Case a - m is 8 wt 
% Sn, M is 61.9 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 5.39 wt % Sn; (b) Case b - m is 8 wt % Sn, M is 
61.9 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 5.39 wt % Sn; (c) Case c - m is 9 wt % Sn, M is 61.9 wt % 
Sn, and the stepsize is 5.2 wt % Sn; and (d) Case d - m is 10 wt % Sn, M is 61.9 wt % Sn, and 
the stepsize is 5.1 wt % Sn. 
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Figure 4.27 Fraction of liquid for the four simulation of Table 4.2 at 6000 s. (a) Case a - m is 0, M is 1.0, 
and the stepsize is 0.1; (b) Case b - m is 0, M is 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.1; (c) Case c - m is 0, 
M is 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.1; and (d) Case d - m is 0, M is 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.1. 
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Figure 4.28 Total concentration in a gravitational field of 10'^ go. Cb represents the total 
concentration in wt % Sn. 



Figure 4.29 The fraction of liquid (/j) in a gravitational field of 10"'̂ o-

\ 
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4.3 Effect ofDicieasing Cooling Rate 

A study was also earned out increasing the cooling rate at the bottom to a 

magnitude ten times that of the previous case in Section 4.1.2. Figure 4.30 shows the 

stream fimction after 50 s (Figure 4.30a) and 300 s (Figure 4.30b). A symmetrical flow 

pattam was observed in the eaiiy stage of solidification, but the symmetry was lost later 

after the strength of the convection picked up. The total concentration fields at 50 s and 

300 s are given in Figures 4.3 la and 4.3 lb, respectively. Macrosegregation is evident but 

the extremes in the concentration have been reduced by the increased cooling rate 

imposed at the bottom. Interestingly, the calculated concentration field shows that only 

four spots evident in Rgure 4.31a tended to emanate upwards. After 5 minutes (Figure 

4.31b), there are segregates along the vertical walls, but the maximum concentration in 

them is only 29.5 wt % Sn. With the slower cooling rate, the freckles at the vertical walls 

were of eutectic composition (61.9 wt % Sn). 

Figure 4.32a shows the fiaction of liquid at 50 s, where there are only small 

perturbations along the leading part of the mushy zone and no channels next to the vertical 

walls because of the fast solidification speed. After 5 minutes, the fraction of liquid 

increases somewhat next to the vertical walls but not to the extent that there are clearly 

defined channels as shown in Figure 4.32b. 
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Figure 4.30 Effect of increasing the cooling rate at the bottom to 10 times that of the case 
in Section 4.1.2. Stream fiinction: (a) at 50 s - m is -4.5x10*^ m" s"', M is 
4.5x10"' m* s"', and the stepsize is 0.45x10*' m" s"'; (b) at 300 s - m is 
-3.1x10^ 2 -l m s , M is Z.lxlO'̂ m's"', and the stepsize is 0.26x10"*' m"s _2 „-i 
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Figvire 4 31 Effect of increasing the cooling rate at the bottom. Total concentration: (a) 
at 50 s - m is 22.4 wt % Sn, M is 24.3 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 0.19 wt 
% Sn; (b) at 300 s - m is 17 wt % Sn, M is 29.5 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 

1.25 wt % Sn. 
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Figure 4.32 Fraction of liquid contours; (a) at 50 s - m is 0.56, M is l.O, and the stepsize 
is 0.044; (b) at 300 s - m is 0.0, M is 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.1. 
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4,4 Influence of "g-jitter" on Fluid Motion 

Materials processing in space, such as crystal growth, may be sometimes disturbed 

by residual accelerations, or "g-jitter", which act on the space carrier [ICS]. The 

acceleration environment is composed of a residual or quasi-steady component and higher 

frequency components induced by vehicle structural modes and the operation of onboard 

machinery [106]. Quasi-steady accelerations are gen^Blly due to atmospheric drag, 

gravity gradient effects, and rotational forces. Eligher frequency g-jitter is characterized 

by oscillatory disturbances in the 1-100 Hz range. The transient acceleration field is 

caused by three main sources which are crew activity, thruster firings, and crew sleeping 

[lOS]. The fi:equencies and the periods are all different The motion varies in three 

directions and the magnitude of the acceleration also changes as a function of time. In 

general, it is an extremely complicated problem involving three dimensions, multi-

frequencies, and uncertain acceleration perturbations. Because of the already large CPU 

time envolved in the calculation, a simple formulation in two dimensions with a single-

frequency perturbed acceleration was studied. 

Sixteen cases were tested with emphasis on fluid motion. The initial composition 

is 10 wt % Sn and the dimension is S nmi in the jc-direction by 10 mm in the ^-direction. 

The cooling rate is 3 K min*' and thermal gradient is 1000 K m*'. The results are 

\ 
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presented in tenns of a nondimensional parameter, the kinetic energy index KE. KE is 

defined as 

tv, 
(4.1) 

where n is the total number of computational nodes, V, is the magnitude of velocity at the 

1 
node /, Uieti = is the reference velocity in the environment of 1 , and p,- is 

the fluid density at the node L Results of a three-minute simulation with the acceleration 

in the x- and z- directions are shown in Figures 4.33 and 4.34, respectively. They show 

that the frequency of 0.1 Hz has lower a KE value than do the others in the low-gravity 

environments. However, compared to the effect of the magnitude of the acceleration, 

frequency does not significantly strengthen or suppress fluid motion. Therefore, the 

magnitude of the acceleration plays an important role in fluid motion. 

Rgure 4.35 illustrates the stream fimction at 10 Hz and 60 s of solidification, for 

different nondimensional mean accelerations g (where g=g'/go g' is the 

dimensional mean value of acceleration) of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0. In this study, the 

nondimensional gravitational acceleration is formulated as 

^ = f(l+sinwf) (4.2) 

where w is a single frequency, (w = lief and/is frequency) and g is nondimensionalized by 

^0. Channels occured in the case of nondimensional mean g equal to 1. Bgure 4.36a 

\ 
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Figure 4.33 Single-frequency perturbed acceleration in the jr-direction. 
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Rgure 4.34 Single-frequency perturbed acceleration in the z-direction. 
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Rgure 4.35 Stream function of single-frequency perturbed 10 Hz in the z-direction, with 
nondimensional accelerations of (a) 0.001, (b) 0.01, (c) 0.1, and (d) 1.0 at 1 
minute solidification. 
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shows channels segregation occeured at both walls at 300 s, in the case of = 1 and/= 

10 Hz, and no channel segregation was observed in tha case of g =0.1 and / = 10 Hz 

shown in Figure 4.36b. Whenever g < 0.1, the same macrosegregation as shown in 

Rgure 4.36b results. The projections in Figure 4.36 have dark regions where the contours 

are closely spaced. 

4.5 Effect of Increasing the Width of flie Ingot 

One motivation of this study was to determine whether more channels develop in a 

wider castings. The simulations are identical to those in Section 4.1.2 except double the 

width is used in this simulation. The mesh density used in this numerical calculation was 

the same as in Section 4.1.2. Figures 4.37-4.41 show temperature, stream function, liquid 

concentration, total concentration and liquid fraction at 1000 s and 5400 s. Temperature 

is uniform in the x-direction even though the width is doubled as shown in Rgures 4.37a 

and 4.37b. More convection cells located at or above the tip of the dendrites, than those 

in the smaller width case can be observed as shown in Figures 4.38a and 4.38b. Figures 

4.39a and 4.39b show liquid concentration contours, more plumes, channels and internal 

pockets occur. Internal channels have a tendency to bend, in this case converging into one 

channel as also observed in experimental casting shown in Hgure 1.3. The growth 

direction of the channels depends on the convection near the tip of the advancing 
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Figure 4.37 Temperature contours: (a) at 1000 s - m is 500 K, M is 800 K, and the 
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Figure 4.39 Liquid concentration contours; (a) at 1000 s - m is 23.5 wt % Sn, M is 44 wt 
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Figure 4.40 Total concentration (a) at 1000 s - m is 11 wt % Sn, M is 38.5 wt % Sn, and 
the stepsize is 2.75 wt % Sn; (b) at 5400 s - m is 8 wt % Sn, M is 61.9 wt % 
Sn, and the stepsize is 5.2 wt % Sn. 



Figure 4.41 Fraction of liquid contours: (a) at 1000 s - m is 0.07, M is 1.0, and the 
stepsize is 0.093; (b) at 6000 s - m is 0, M is 1.0, and the stepsize is 0.1. 
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dendrites. Three internal channels merging together are shown in Bgures 4.40 and 4.41. 

Inside the channels, eutectic composition is observed. 

4.6 Simulation of an Experiment with High Solidification Rate 

One of the experiments done by Tewari and Shah [34] with a high growth rate of 

66 ^m/s was simulated. The composition is 27 wt % Sn, and no freckles were observed 

in the solidified ingot Hguies 4.42 and 4.43 show the stream fimction, liquid 

concentration, total concentration and fraction of liquid at 600 s, when mote than the half 

of the ingot has solidified. The concentration of Sn is very uniform, clearly showing that 

the higher solidification rate suppressed the macrosegregation, except near the bottom of 

the casting which caused by transient effect 

The stream fimction (Figure 4.42a) is very weak; it is only of the order 10"'̂  m^ s"'. 

Consequently, the contours indicating the concentration of Sn in the liquid (Figure 4.42b), 

the total concentration of Sn (Figure 4.43a), and the volume firaction of liquid (Rgure 

4.43b) are all horizontal, which is indicative of segregation - free solidification (except for 

the transient at the bottom of the casting, Figure 4.43a). 
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Figure 4.42 The result of high solidification rate at 600 s: (a) stream function - m ^ 
-1.7x10"'̂  m^s"', M is 1.7x10"'̂  m^s"', and the stepsize is 0.17x10'" m"s''; 
(b) liquid concentration - m is 27.0 wt % Sn, M is 61.9 wt % Sn, and the 
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Figure 4.43 The result of high solidification rate at 600 s: (a) total concentration - m is 
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4.7 Simulation of an Experiment with Conq)osition Qose to Eutectic 

Macrosegiegatioii occurs also when the length of the mudiy zone is smalL Here, 

we simulate a case of high solute concentration, 57.9 wt % Sn. Figures 4.44 and 4.45 

show the stream fimction, liquid concentration, total concentration and fraction of liquid 

at 2700 s of solidification. Since the concentration is so close to the eutectic, the mushy 

zone is very thin (Figure 4.45b). Some solute is advected into the overlying liquid, mainly 

via the plume at the vertical walls that can be seen in Figures 4.44a and 4.44b. The 

maximum concentration (i.e., the eutectic concentration) can be found in the channels and 

the freckles, which are in Figure 4.45a. 
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Figure 4.44 The result of a high compostion (small mushy region) at 2700 s: (a) stream 
function contours - m is -4.2x10 m" s', M is 1.4x10 m's', and the stepsize 
is 0.28x10"^ m" s"'; (b) liquid concentration contours - m is 58.7 wt % Sn, M 
is 61.9 wt % Sn, and the stepsize is 0.32 wt % Sn . 
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(a) (b) 

Rgure 4.45 The result of a high compostion (small mushy region) at 2700 s: (a) total 
concentration contours - m is 36.72 wt % Sn, M is 61.15 wt % Sn, and the 
stepsize is 0.19 wt % Sn; (b) firaction of liquid contours - m is 0, M is I.O, 
and the stepsize is 0.1. 
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CHAPTERS - CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The simulator developed by Felicelli [61] which is capable of simulating the 

formation of channel segregates (Le., fireckles) in directionally solidified castings has been 

modified to deal with solidification at large temperature gradients. The simulator is based 

on a model of transport phenomena in porous media for dendritic solidification. The 

algorithms in the simulator are based on 4-node bilinear isoparametric finite elements, with 

the penalty function formulation to eliminate the pressure terms in the momentum 

equation. The numerical simulations give results that are in good agreement with 

experiment results and show that fieckle formation is a direct consequence of buoyancy 

driven convection. 

The significance of the results can be smnmarized as follows; 

First, regardless of the microscale partitioning of the solute models, the numerical 

calculations show the formation of fieckles if the solidification conditions are conducive to 

it 

Second, the trajectory and survival of internal channels are uncertain. However, 

they have the tendency to move to the walls and merged with other channel The channels 

\ 
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are strongly affected by the convection pattern in the all-liquid zone above the mushy 

zone, and also depend on the permeability of the dendritic network in the mushy zone. If 

the overlying liquid does not easily penetrate mushy zone, then the channels look mostly 

like straight streaks. 

Third, increasing solidification rate reduces macrosegregation and inhibits the 

formation of freckles. 

Fourth, increasing the width of the container increases the number of internal 

freckles, but the density remains about the same. Thus, computationally expensive 

simulations on rather large domains can be avoided if the major intent is to study channel 

formation and their characteristics. 

Hfth, the simulations of solidification with a single-perturbed "g-jitter" in the 

microgravity environment show that at a frequency of 0.1 Hz results in a lower kinetic 

energy in the flow than at fitequencies of 0.0, 1.0, and 10 Hz. Compared to the effect of 

the magnitude of the acceleration, however, the frequency of vibration does not 

significandy strengthen or suppress fluid motion. Therefore, the magnitude of the 

acceleration plays a more important role in fluid motion. 

\ 
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Sixth, solidification under micrograviQr condition did have a significant effect in 

reducing severe maciosegregation in our studies. 

Suggested methods to inhibit the formation of freckles are summarized in Table 

5.1 

Table 5.1 Suggested mechanisms for removal freckles during DS processing. 

Reason Method Origination 

1 Accumulation of 

solute near or above 

the tip of dendrites. 

Spin or rotate the mold in order 

to shear or "slide-off' the 

potential formation of freckles. 

Introduce turbulence-mixing in 

the all-liquid zone. 

Concentration boundary 

layer near and above the 

tips of dendrites. 

2 E)ensity Add an additional component 

that makes the liquid more dense 

[11]. 

Rejection of solute. 

3 Buoyancy force Solidify in a microgravity 

environment 

Fluid motion. 

4 No time for 

developing freckles. 

The speed of the 

isotherms is faster 

Increase solidification rate. Time of accumulating of 

the solute. 

\ 
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than that of the liquid 

speed. 

Future work is also suggested along the following lines: 

Extension to directional solidification of multicomponent alloys: In the field of 

aerospace alloys or superalloys, multicomponent Ni-based and Co-based alloys are 

used. So it is important to extend the current program from binary to 

multicomponent alloys. Such efforts, is currently underway. 

Extension to directional solidification in real casting geometries: Most castings 

have complex three-dimensional geometries. Flow motion must be influenced by 

the geometry of the mold cavity; fortunately, the finite element method is well-

suited for complex geometries. Such simulations, however, will be computationally 

expensive. 

\ 
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